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Abstract: In this paper, we propose a practical and secure anonymous Internet voting protocol. This method integrates Internet reality
and cryptology. Issues such as the kinds of “certificate authority” and “public proxy server” are integrated in our scheme to solve
the Internet identification and anonymity problems. To combine and make up a series of ElGamal blind signature and secret sharing
cryptosystem, this protocol can be applied to a secure, practical, and fair voting system.
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1 Introduction

The first electronic election scheme was proposed by
David Chaum[1]. Anonymous voting involves making
sure that voters can vote of their own free will. The voting
system must guarantee that voters remain anonymous
during the entire voting process. A good electronic voting
system should be at minimum as secure as traditional
voting systems. The most important privacy issue is
making sure that the voting process is untraceable; a
ballot cannot be traced to an individual. In 1981, David
Chaum [1] proposed a solution that employed a series of
honest “mixers” on the network. Any mixer could be
chosen by the voter as a transmitter to send the ballot and
cut off the network address on the way. As to cut the link
between the voters and the ballots, the theorem of “blind
signature” is used in many proposals [2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9] to
solve such a problem.
Anonymity and coercion-free issues were often
mentioned e-voting systems[10,11] in recent years. In
fact, implementing a secure anonymous channel is not a
problem on the current Internet. Suppose we want to
construct a voting system on the Internet, this means that

all of the voting centers should be set up as web sites. We
know that any web site can make a secure communication
channel under the “Secure Socket Layer (SSL)”
infrastructure. We propose applying the SSL for secure
communications between the voters and the voting
centers. Moreover, for cutting off the network address as a
voter casts his ballot, we introduce the existing “public
proxy server” to play the role of “mixer” [4]. The network
address for the ballot can then be replaced by a proxy
server address. As to cut the link between the voters and
the ballots, we also introduce how the signature for valid
ballots can be signed blindly using the ElGamal blind
signature[12,13,14] scheme where a malicious voter
cannot cheat the system and a malicious center cannot
determine how any individual voted.
According to the other important verifiability issue, many
proposals [1,15,16,17,18,19,20] emphasized that their
schemes allow the voters to verify the voting result. When
a voter finds that his/her vote has not been properly
counted by the tally center, he/she can accuse the tally
center. However, such a design will encourage bribery.
That is, some candidates could force voters to change
their voting intention using money or threats. This would
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also make it easy for bribers to verify the bribed vote.
We advocate that voters should not be allowed to verify
their votes by themselves. The voting process supervision
should have the responsibility for supervising centers
constructed by the various political parties. The tally
center cannot falsify a tally because all of the votes are
counted under the supervision of the supervision center.
In our scheme, to be sure that all of the votes are counted
correctly we employed a secret sharing mechanism [16,
17].

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we will state the related preliminaries
about secret sharing and ElGamal blind signature which
will be adapted in our scheme.

2.1 Secret sharing

A secret sharing mechanism was proposed by
Shamir[16]and Blakley[17].The idea of secret sharing
schemes is to start with a secret, and divide it into pieces,
which are distributed to users, such that the pooled shares
of specific subsets of users allow reconstruction of the
original secret. We find this technology extremely suitable
to construct the “separation of duties” concept; it is the
key in achieving trustworthy voting. We will give the
famous scheme-Shamir’s (t, n) threshold scheme[16]to
illustrate this technology as follows.
Shamir’s threshold scheme is based on polynomial
interpolation, and the polynomialy = f (x) of degree t-1 is
uniquely defined by t points(xi yi) with distinct xi A
trusted party T distributes shares of a secret integer S to n
users. Any t users which contribute their shares can
recover S. The setup phase is described as follows.
(1) T chooses a primeP > max(S,n) , and definea0 = S.
(2) T chooses t-1 random coefficientsa1, . . . , at−1from a
uniform distribution over the integers in [0,P) , defining
the random polynomial overZp , f (x) = ∑t−1

j=0 a jx j.
(3) T computesSi = f (i) mod p, 1≤ i ≤ n, and securely
transfers the shareSi to userPi.
Any group of t or more users contribute their shares.
Their shares provide t distinct points(x,y) = (i,Si),
allowing computation of the coefficientsa j, 1≤ j ≤ t −1
of f(x) by Lagrange interpolation. The secret is recovered
by noting f (0) = a0 = S, the shared secret maybe
expressed as:
S = ∑t

i=1 ciyi, whereci = ∏1≤ j≤t, j 6=i
x j

x j−xi

2.2 ElGamal blind signature scheme

In this section, we describe ElGamal blind signature
scheme briefly. Suppose p and q be large prime numbers,

q|p-1 and g is an element of Z∗p of order q. Let Alice’s
public key be y=gx mod p where x∈ Z∗

p is her private key.
Suppose Bob wants to send a message m to Alice.

Step 1: Alice chooses a random number k∈ Z∗
q and

computes r′=gk mod p, then sends r′ to Bob;
Step 2: Bob chooses two blind factorsα,β ∈ Z∗

q .
The message m is then blinded as follows.
r=r′ α gβ mod p
m′=α m r′ r−1 mod q
The blind message m′ is then transmitted to Alice.

Step 3: After Alice receives the blind message m′, Alice
signs the message m′ using its secret keySKAlice.

Step 4: After Bob receives the blind signature s′, the real
signature s can be unblinded as follows.
s=s′ r r ′−1 + β m mod q.
Thus the signature of the message m is the pair
(r,s).

3 Our e-voting scheme

In this paper, we discuss the security of the secure
anonymous e-voting system using the following criteria
to sketch a good electronic voting system.

3.1 Requirements

Only eligible voters are permitted to vote and they can
vote only once.

• Anonymity : There is no way to derive the link
between the voter’s identity and the
marked ballot. The voter remains
anonymous.

• Accuracy : All valid votes are counted correctly. A
voter’s vote cannot be altered,
duplicated, or removed.

• Verifiability : Voters can make sure that their votes are
counted correctly.

• Mobility : A system is mobile if there are no
restrictions on the location from which
voters can cast their ballots.

• Convenience :The voter does not need to learn
sophisticated technique, and no
additional equipment is needed. An
e-voting system must be practical in
that it must be easy to implement.

• Uncoercibility: No voter can prove his/her choice to
others must be achieved in electronic
voting. That is, only a voter can decide
his/her intention.
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• Efficiency : The computation loads of the whole
election must be light enough to have
the voting result obtained within a
reasonable period of time.

3.2 General description

The structure of our scheme is illustrated in figure 1.
There are six parties in our scheme as follows:

Figure 1: The structure of our scheme

• Voter:The people who have the right to vote.
• Certificate Authority (CA): A trusted certificate
provider.
• Authentication Center (AC):A web site that is
responsible for verifying a voter’s certification. It is
subordinated to the central election committee.
• Public Proxy Server:Voters can choose any public
proxy server to forward anonymous ballot without the self
IP address.
• Tally Center (TC): A web site that is responsible for
counting the votes.
• Supervision Center (SC):A web site that is responsible
for supervising the tallying task.

1. Voter → CA:Before the election, all of voters should
be enrolled in a register of electors.

2. CA → Voter :After the voter completes the enrollment,
the CA signs and issues a “personal certificate” to the
voter.

3. Voter → AC :Only voters that have a verified legal
“personal certificate” embedded into their web browser
can login to the AC web site.

4. AC → Voter :The AC issues the corresponding “voter-
pseudonym signature” to the voter for the next voting
phase.

5. Voter → TC, SC :The voter casts his
“voter-pseudonym signature” and “encrypted
secret-sharing ballot” through a trusted public proxy

server to the TC and SC, respectively, without
forwarding any information about the location from
where the voter voted.

6. TC ↔ SC :Under TC and SC cooperation, each
“encrypted secret-sharing ballot” can be decrypted and
counted for the voting result.

3.3 The proposed e-voting scheme

The following notations are used to explain how our
scheme is constructed.
SKx :the secret key of X.
PKx :the public key of X.
vi :the voter-pseudonym for voter i.
m :marked ballot.
w : encrypted ballot.
p,q :two large prime numbers , where q|p-1 .
α,β :blind factors;α,β ∈ Z∗

q .
ri,si :the ElGamal signature of vi.
a,b,k :the random number.
Ya :a part of the ballot that is held by the TC for revealing
half of m.
Yb :a part of the ballot held by SC for revealing the other
half of m.
λa :a secret sharing parameter that is held by the TC.
λb :another secret sharing parameter that is held by SC.
A?= B :compare whether A is equal to B.
Now, we introduce how our scheme is implemented on
the Internet. It is divided into the following four phases.

3.4 Initialization phase

Step 1: Initially, there are a large prime number p, a prime
factor q of (p-1), and a primitive number g (mod p)
which are known to all users in our scheme.

Step 2: The AC, TC, and SC choose their secret keys
SKAC, SKTC, and SKSC from numbers in the
range [1,q-1] and compute the corresponding
public keys PKAC, PKTC, and PKSC.

PKAC = gSKAC mod p (1)

PKTC = gSKTC mod p (2)

PKSC = gSKSC mod p (3)

Step 3: Before the election each voter is enrolled with a
register of electors and issued a “personal
certificate” from the CA to be embedded into the
voter’s browser. This “personal certificate” can be
used for a number of elections.
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3.5 Authentication phase

Step 1: On the voting day, only the voter whose legal
“personal certificate” has been embedded into his
web browser can pass the verification and login to
the AC website. Each voter has only one chance
to ask the AC to run the following steps to get the
“voter-pseudonym signature”.

Step 2: The AC selects a random numberK̃i, whereK̃i ∈
Z∗

q , and computes.

r̃i = gk̃i mod p (4)

which is then sent back to the voter.

Step 3: The voter selects a pseudonym vi and two blind
factorsα,β ∈ Z∗

q . The voter-pseudonym vi is then
blinded as follows.

ri = r̃α
i gβ mod p (5)

ṽi = αvir̃ir
−1
i mod q (6)

The blind voter-pseudonym̃vi is then transmitted
to the AC.

Step 4: After the AC receives the above message, the AC
signs the voter-pseudonym̃vi using its secret key
SKAC.

s̃i = SKAC · r̃i + k̃i · ṽi mod q (7)

The blind signaturẽsi is then sent back to the voter.

Step 5: After the voter receives the blind signature, the real
signature si can be unblinded as follows.

s̃i = SKAC · r̃i + k̃i · ṽi mod q (8)

Now the complete voter-pseudonym signature, vi
is the pair(ri, si).

3.6 Voting phase

Step 1: As the voter makes a voting decision the marked
ballot m is generated and encrypted as follows.

w = PKa
TC ·PKb

SC · m mod p (9)

The above two numbers a and b are randomly chosen by
the voter to randomize m. Two corresponding numbers Ya
and Yb are also generated as follows.

Ya = ga mod p (10)

Yb = gb mod p (11)

The voter casts (vi, ri, si, w, Ya) and (vi, ri, si, w, Yb)
through one trusted public proxy server to TC and SC,
respectively, without forwarding any information about
the voter’s location.

Step 2: To confirm that a voter is certified, the TC and SC
verify the validity of the “voter-pseudonym
signature” based on the following equality
holding.

gsi?= PKri
AC · rvi

i mod p (12)

Without the cooperation of the TC and SC, no one can
decrypt w to get m until the next phase. The TC and SC
just record the received (vi, ri, si, w, Ya) and (vi, ri, si, w,
Yb) into their respective database.

3.7 Announcement phase

Step 1: When the deadline for vote casting is reached, the
TC and SC stop accepting ballots and publish their
secret keys to one another. Upon receiving the SC’s
secret key SKSC, the TC verifies the TC’s secret
key as follows.

PKSC?= gSKSC mod p. (13)

On the other hand, the SC can use the TC’s public key
PKTC to verify the TC’s secret key as follows.

PKTC?= gSKTC mod p. (14)

Step 2: With the cooperation of the TC and SC, each
ballot will be decrypted. The TC and SC release
the corresponding Ya and Yb used to reveal half
of each marked ballot using their secret keys
SKTC and SKSC, respectively.

λa = (Ya)
SKTC mod p (15)

λb = (Yb)
SKSC mod p (16)

Only with the cooperation of the TC and SC, the marked
ballot m can be decrypted as follows.

w/(λa ·λb) mod p
=w/(YSKTC

a · YSKSC
b ) mod p

=w/(ga·SKTC · gb·SKSC ) mod p
=w/(PKa

TC· PKb
SC) mod p

=(PKa
TC· PKb

SC ·m) / (PKa
TC· PKb

SC) mod p
=m

Every ballot is revealed in this way and announced. This
design guarantees that the ballot counting occurs under
the supervision of the SC and TC. The ballot miscounting
cannot occur in our scheme.
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4 Analysis

In this section, we will present that our proposed scheme
can achieve the requirements mentioned in section 3.1
and make a comparison between some related electronic
voting schemes and ours in sections 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively.

4.1 Requirements analyses

4.1.1 Fairness issues

According to the fairness issue, only eligible voters are
permitted to vote and they can vote only once. In our
scheme, the AC plays the key role of authenticating voter
identification. Only a voter whose legal “personal
certificate” has been embedded into his web browser can
pass the AC website verification and login. Each voter has
only one chance to ask the AC for a “voter-pseudonym
signature” for the next voting phase. In this way, the AC
can prevent eligible voters from voting more than once.
As we know, a “personal certificate” is used to sign digital
messages like email or to encrypt information. Once you
exchange a certificate with others, you can correspond
over the Internet in complete privacy. In more Internet
Commerce applications a user’s “personal certificate” is
used as his/her digital identity. We point out that the
“personal certificate” can also be used as the digital
identity of a voter in our e-voting system on the Internet.

4.1.2 Anonymity Issues

Voters must remain anonymous during the entire voting
process. We will describe how to meet these criteria in the
following three parts.

(1) Anonymity in the authentication phase
To cut the link between a voter’s identity and ballot,
the voter selects a pseudonym by himself, and the
“voter-pseudonym signature” is signed by the AC
blindly. AC cannot derive the link from the voter’s
identity and the “voter-pseudonym signature”. The
whole process is described as Figure 2.

The voter pseudonym complete signature vi is the pair
(ri, si), used as the identity for the next voting phase
without any link to the voter. The AC cannot derive
the link between the voter’s identity and the
voter-pseudonym signature.

(2) Anonymity in the voting phase
There are two kinds of anonymity problems in the
voting phase. To make it impossible to trace a ballot to

Figure 2: The scenarios of the blind signature

an individual, the voter’s network address must be cut
off on the way to the AC. To cut off the network
address as a voter casts his ballot we introduce the
existing “public proxy server” to play the role of
“mixer”. As we know, the network address of a packet
on the Internet can be replaced by a proxy address.
For example: an enterprise (or university) can set up a
public proxy server for the employee (or staffs) to
access outside valuable resource. Once the employee
(or staffs) setup the proxy connection, their original IP
address is hidden and replaced. In our scheme, each
voter casts his “voter-pseudonym signature” and
“encrypted secret-sharing ballot” to TC and SC
through a trusted public proxy server that can be
freely selected by the voter. Then each vote is
impossible to be traced to the location of the voter.
The TC and SC receive the “voter-pseudonym
signature” (vi, ri, si). To confirm that a voter is
certified or not, the TC and SC can verify the validity
of the “voter-pseudonym signature” based on the
following equality holding.
gsi?=PKri

AC· rvi
i mod p

It is shown in the Theorem 1.

Theorem 1.Upon receiving the triplet (vi, ri, si), the
receiver can correctly verify the equation
gsi?=PKri

AC· rvi
i mod p is equivalent.

Proof. We first drive the left side of the equation as
follows:

gsi=gs̃iri r̃
−1
i +βvi

=g(SKAC r̃i+k̃i ṽi)ri r̃
−1
i +βvi

=gSKACri+k̃iṽiri r̃
−1
i +βvi

=gSKACri+k̃i(αvi r̃ir
−1
i )ri r̃

−1
i +βvi

=gSKACri+k̃iαvi+βvi (mod p)

And the right side of the equation as follows:

PKri
ACrvi

i =(gSKAC )ri(r̃α
i gβ )vi

=(gSKAC )ri((gk̃i)α (gβ ))vi

=(gSKAC )ri(gk̃iαvigβvi)
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=gSKACri+k̃iαvi+βvi(mod p)

Therefore it is clearly to prove the both sides of the
equation are equivalent.
The TC and SC can confirm that the voter was
certified using the “voter-pseudonym signature”.
However, the TC and SC do not know the voter’s real
identity. There is no way to derive the voter’s identity
from the vote in our scheme.

(3) Anonymity in the Announcement phase
As we mentioned before, other systems allow the
voters to verify the voting result. This will encourage
bribery because bribers will also be able to verify
bribed votes. We advocate that a supervision center
comprised of members from all of the political parties
must control and verify the voting process. Only with
the cooperation of TC and SC, each vote can be
decrypted. A secure supervision facility will win the
voter’s trust. It is not necessary to allow voters verify
(or show to bribers) their votes in the announcement
phase. There is no anonymity problem in the
announcement phase in our scheme.

4.1.3 User’s privacy

All valid votes must be counted correctly. A vote cannot
be altered, duplicated, or removed in our scheme because
the secret sharing mechanism is applied to each vote.
As a voter makes a voting decision, the marked ballot m
is generated and encrypted into w as follows.
w=PKb

TC· PKb
SC· m mod p

Two corresponding numbers Ya and Yb are generated as
follows
Ya=ga mod p
Yb=gb mod p

The secret marked ballot m is then hidden in the two parts
of (w, Ya) and (w, Yb) which are transmitted to the TC
and SC, respectively. Only with the cooperation of the TC
and SC using their secret keys can a ballot m be revealed.

w/(λa ·λb) mod p
=w/(YSKTC

a · YSKSC
b ) mod p

=w/(ga·SKTC · gb·SKSC ) mod p
=w/(PKa

TC· PKb
SC) mod p

=(PKa
TC· PKb

SC ·m) / (PKa
TC· PKb

SC) mod p
=m

Every ballot will be revealed in this way and announced.
This design guarantees that ballot counting is under the
supervision of the SC and TC. A ballot miscount cannot
occur in our scheme.

There is another point is worth noting. Some schemes
[15,18,19,21] do not ensure that the election is fair, i.e.,
the voting center knows the intermediate result from the
voting. The voting center can therefore affect the election
by leaking the intermediate result to the public. Those
schemes that allow voters to recast their votes before the
election deadline create a very serious problem. In our
scheme, no one can get any information about the tally
result before the voting deadline.

4.1.4 Verifiability issues

According to the verifiability issue, let voters can make
sure that their votes are counted correctly; we advocate
that voters should not be allowed to verify their votes by
themselves. Since some candidates may enforce voters to
change their intentions by money or threat. And the
bribers will be easy to verify the bribed vote as voters can
verify their votes. Therefore, we involve the secret
sharing mechanism in our scheme to be sure all of the
votes can be counted correctly. The tally center cannot
falsify a false tally since all votes are counted under the
supervision of the supervision center. Such a kind of
concept should be the general definition of verifiability.

4.1.5 Mobility issues

Our scheme involves setting up those web sites, applying
the existing certificate authority and public proxy servers
and secure and anonymous voting. The voting process is
reasonable and easy for voters on the Internet. Our
scheme can easily be implemented by connecting
personal computers to those web sites, allowing voters to
vote from anywhere. The voters are not restricted to a
given physical location to cast their votes.

4.1.6 Convenience issues

The proposed scheme needs not any additional
equipment, such as smart card or card readers for voters.
Except for a proxy server, the voter does not need to learn
too many sophisticated techniques. The design is suitable
for implementation on the Internet.

4.1.7 Uncoercibility issues

In our scheme, a secret sharing mechanism is involved to
ensure that all votes can be counted correctly. Only with
the cooperation of the TC and SC using their secret
parametersλa and λb, a ballot m can be revealed. The
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tally center cannot falsify a tally because all votes are
counted under SC supervision. Any influence such as
threats or vote-buying, the voter is not allowed to prove to
others he/she has voted.

4.1.8 Efficiency issues

In our proposed scheme, the voter only needs to take a
little time to perform the voting procedure. Most of the
computation operations are performed by TC and SC.
Each legal voter needs to perform only four exponential
operations in the voting phase. Hence, our proposed
electronic voting scheme can be applied in the real world.

4.2 Comparisons between electronic voting
schemes

In this subsection, we will present the comparisons
between our proposed scheme and other related scheme.
As shown in table 1, our scheme not only conform the
mentioned requirements, but also has better performance
than other works [5,6,8]. The proposed scheme can be
applied in general election.

Table 1: The comparisons between our scheme and other related
schemes
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
XX

Issue
Methods Our

Scheme

Fjioka
et al.
[6]

Dini
[5]

Liaw
[8]

Fairness Yes No Yes Yes
Anonymity Yes Yes Yes Yes
Accuracy Yes Yes Yes Yes

Verifiability Yes Yes Yes Yes

Mobility Yes
No

mention
Yes Yes

Convenience Yes
No

mention
Low Mid

Uncoercibility Yes No Yes No
Efficiency High Low Low Mid

5 Conclusions

We proposed a secure anonymous e-voting scheme that
uses a modified ElGamal digital signature algorithm.
According to the concepts mentioned above, our scheme
not only solves the fairness, privacy, accuracy and
verifiability problems, but also uses current network
technology to implement a mobile e-voting system. This

design is suitable for implementation on the Internet.
Our e-voting system is not difficult to implement. Our
scheme is designed to meet the demands of the future.
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